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Cold night in London  ،Asthem graduated from the police diploma 

IPLDP ) ) for two years as he had ( A ) to join the police diploma 

and was appointed to the ( CID ) Department of Criminal 

Investigation and did not know that ،A special night in Asthem's 

life as he was waiting for her from the first day of his acceptance  ،

Grandpa Henry performed a graduation ceremony for Estethm 

and Dorothy, the grandfather's wife, as Jeddah Estetham, the 

mother of his father, Yves, died 6 years ago. Dorothy made 

preparations for the party to Estetham   ،Emily is the mother of 

both Estethm, Jacob and Olivia, as I trust him as one brother and 

one sister named Olivia, as Olivia is the older sister and then 

Istitham ،Emily's husband is their father and his name is Louis. 

He died 10 years ago in a train accident. Jacob is married to 

Isabella and has a boy named Craig and Olivia is married to 

Johnson and has a boy named Thomas  ،Estetham is not yet 

married and is 32 years old. Grandpa Henry has two children, 

Louis and Andrew, Louis, as we mentioned earlier. Andrew is 

married to Lily and has one son named Jessica at the age of 

Estethm ،They are from a Scottish family. 

 The graduation ceremony was also attended by Robin, a friend 

of the batch, to Estetham, David Jar Henry and a close friend of 

the family ،Clara, a barber, came under Uncle Henry's building 

with her delicious ( Biskey ) which is a mixture of biscuits, gato 

and cakes that mixes to become fragile, soft and soft for those 

who don't know it ،Thierry also enters with a drink and where ( 
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Van Botti ) and Mr. Thierry of French origin and friend of Henry 

graduated from Bristol University when Henry lived in his youth 

days before moving to London. 

 

In the meantime 

Agatha is a beautiful, romantic and dreamy girl, a school of 

English literature in a high school in Dunstable, born in the 

British city of Luton in northern London, a city that collects a 

mixture of races and religions  ،She has a schoolmate named Ava, 

who is a hypocritical person, and reports Agatha to Jasmine, a 

school with a strong, malevolent personality, jealous, and knitting 

the intrigue of Agatha with the headmaster of the school, Mr. 

Benjamin, who in turn is also drawing to catch Agatha after 

Agatha has raised a letter to the new minister, Mrs. Fiona, who 

heads the Ministry of Education responsible for protecting and 

services for children, and this is after many years have passed and 

the story will reveal to us the secrets of things  ،Including 

manipulating the grades of students in the school and playing with 

the budget of schools that are managed through national taxes and 

that are manipulated by the ministerial coordination offices in 

North London and colluded with suspicious operations in 

nomination and promotion to the Ministry of Education and the 

Ministry of Business Where the two ministries coordinate to 

determine the specializations required to serve England. 

Telephone call between Ava and Agatha. 
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Ava: Benjamin entrusted you with the activity of talented 

students. 

Agatha: I will not accept that, and that bastard cannot dictate what 

he wants. I have one activity, and that is enough by order. 

Ava: Mr. Benjamin hates you and will never leave you. 

Agatha: I don't care about that fool, and please don't say that to 

Jasmine. 

Ava: Jasmine also hates you. 

Agatha: I don't care. 

 

The beautiful night of Estetham has ended as he will start work 

after the weekend, taking Estetham in my car Robin to his home. 

Robin: Your family is nice. I enjoyed knowing them. 

Istithm: I told you you will enjoy with us, Robin Who is the 

director of the department ( CID ) that we will work with؟ 

Robin: He is Mr. William, who is strict, firm and angry. 

Istitham: I am excited to work in drug control and clean up the 

great England of this scourge. 

Robin: I like the enthusiasm inside you. I hope that we are in the 

same department. We graduated together and appointed in the 

same circle. If we were in the same department, we would 

cooperate with each other. 

Estetham: Here we have come to your home. 

Robin: See you on Monday morning after the weekend. 

Istitham: I wish you a weekend that you love. 
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Robin: And you are. 

Clara: Thank you very much, Mrs. Dorothy. It was a beautiful 

night and I wish success to the death of a respectable, polite and 

ambitious young man. 

Dorothy: Clara, you remind me of my daughter who passed away 

Julia, so that any time you want. 

Clara: See you later. 

 

Olivia: Thank you, Grandpa. 

Henry: Stay tonight with us. 

Olivia: I will stay with my mother, Emily, me and my son. 

Henry: Emily, my daughter, to come to me anytime, I remember 

Louis when I look at you. 

Emily: And I love you, Henry. Louis loved you so much, and I 

cried. 

Henry embraced her and said to her: Do you still cry over Louis 

until today? I like your loyalty to him even after these long years 

and you did not marry after him. 

Emily: No one is Calois, and I will not marry after him. 

Henry: Good night, my daughter. 

Emily: You also wish you a beloved night, come on Olivia, let's 

not be late for your child Thomas. We left him at the nanny at 

home and I don't want to be late. 

Henry: Next time bring him, Olivia, you are my granddaughter 

and your son is my grandson too. 
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Olivia: You, Grandpa, good night..... 

Astetham wakes up living in a ( one-room apartment with a 

kitchen and one toilet ) He wears sportswear and starts his usual 

sports class every morning  ،After he finished the morning athlete, 

he returns to his apartment, takes a shower, and goes to Kafe, Mrs. 

Barbara, who is a sorcerer, a quack who reads the cup. She has a 

daughter named Ruby, a trivial person who has cold beauty, 

spends her time in a sufficient time to cool her nails Always do 

not do many things, but sit and watch those who enter and leave 

enough in the hope that you will hunt a man to marry her and it 

was sufficient to offer breakfast, lunch and dinner, which is close 

to the residence of Estethm and close to the park In which I trust 

to run every morning and then return to his apartment to change 

his clothes  ،It was his habit that he broke the fast enough of Mrs. 

Barbara from the days of the police academy before he graduated 

after he left his child in her large apartment, which was gathering 

the family before leaving. 

Asthem enters enough 

Mrs. Barbara: Welcome, Mr. Estethm, do you want your usual 

dish. 

Estetham: Yes, Mrs. Barbara. 

Mrs. Barbara: With your black coffee without sugar. 

Estetham: It's the coffee I love. 

Mrs. Barbara: She graduated from the police academy. 

Istitham: Yes, and I will start my work early in the week in the 

fight against drugs. 

Mrs. Barbara: Hala, the new policeman, will protect us while 

smiling. 
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After eating his breakfast, Estetham left enough, and Mrs. 

Barbara went to the table where he was sitting, and took a cup she 

wanted to read and raise her daughter with her. 

Ruby: What do you want, mom, do you want to read a cup that 

will make this handsome young man. 

Mrs. Barbara: Yes, shut your mouth. I want to see what's inside 

this cup. 

Ruby: What did you see, mom. 

Mrs. Barbara: What do you think about your husband, Estetham, 

Ruby, he's a great guy. 

Ruby plays with her nails and says but he's not rich. 

Mrs. Barbara did not turn to her and went to see a customer had 

come to ask for enough. 

Ruby does not know what Mrs. Barbara saw in the cup of 

Astethim. She allegedly saw it as an impostor and sorcerer that 

the man would become super rich, not with the knowledge of it, 

but the judiciary is entrusted with logic and this is a universal 

year  ،She wanted to marry her to him, and she started thinking 

about how to make him the one who propose to her, and she 

started making plans for that... 

Ava goes to Agatha's house in the morning as they are on the 

weekend to tell her what is going on behind her back from the 

machinations planned by Mr. Benjamin and Master Jasmine. 

Ava: Hello, how are you, ten minutes and I'm at home. 
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Agatha: Excellent I am near the well-known clock tower in 

Dunstable. 

Ava: I know him. 

Agatha: Five minutes, I'm home, and we meet there. 

Ava: It is so bye... 

Istitham: Good morning, mom. 

Emily: Good morning, I want to be sorry, son. 

Estetham: Okay, my love, Emily. 

Emily: You always pamper me and don't do what I want. 

Istitham: What do you want, Mrs. Beauty. 

Emily: I want you to get married, your brothers have all married, 

and I want to have a baby who amuses me because Olivia lives 

outside London in Windsor and Jacob in Midstone and you are 

the only one near me. 

Istitham: I accepted the job because they told me that the 

appointment is in London, my love. 

Amelie: Complete my joy and get married. 

Istitham: Let me find the right girl first and then talk about the 

husband.  

Amelie: Why don't you marry your cousin Andrew. 

Istitham: We were raised together and studied together and had 

no feelings inside me, but I promise to think about it seriously. 

Amelie: You're stubborn and hard like your father, Louis, that I 

miss that man. 
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Astetham embraces her and says: I will do whatever you want, 

my beloved Amelie. 

Agatha: Come in, Ava. 

Ava: Your house is beautiful, Agatha. 

Agatha: Please sit down. 

Ava: Jasmine changed the grades of students in her class. 

Agatha: This is system manipulation. 

Ava: But she returned all grades as they were after what she spoke 

to her. I think she is afraid that you will file a complaint against 

her, especially when you spoke to Mr. Benjamin. 

Agatha: They are scum and not worth it. 

Ava: What is behind the scenes. 

Agatha: I have enough to imprison that dirty bastard. 

 Ava: Don't tell me. 

Agatha: In his time, everything is in his time, Ava. 

Agatha was cautious and right for her, as if a feeling inside her 

tells her the hypocrisy of Ava and orders them both Mr. Benjamin 

and Jasmine and even Minister Fiona later..... 

 

Mr. William Director of the ( CID ) Center in London A person 

occurs: 

The beginning of the week will provide us with two new 

individuals named Robin and Estethim and their special coach 

who praise their performance in the academy. 

Secretary: Where do you want to put them, sir. 
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Mr. William: In the section of Mr. Arthur. 

Secretary: External Operations Support Section, both. 

Mr. William: Yes. 

Secretary: Know...... 

Robin calls on Asthem and says: What do you think about 

celebrating tonight, Estetham. 

Istitham: Why not my friend but only until midnight, I have a 

schedule that I do not want to change. 

Robin: You are the leader. 

Istitham: Waiting for you to tell me. 

Robin: You got it... 

in the meantime 

Mrs. Barbara talks to her daughter Ruby and she says: Tomorrow 

I want you to wear this dress after you take a hot shower, brush 

your hair, and put on this new make-up that I brought for you. 

Ruby: What a luxury brand, mom, you stingy, don't buy 

expensive things and love cheap things. 

Mrs. Barbara: Shut up, you idiot, and do only what I ask of you, 

you also wear this throat and put on this necklace. 

Ruby: You suddenly became generous, I wish you were like this 

all your life, my beloved mom. 

Mrs. Barbara speaks herself saying: I did not bring these things 

to the darkness of your eyes, you idiot, but to seduce you arrogant 

conceited to marry you and take his money. 

Ruby: Talk to yourself, mom. 
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Mrs. Barbara: No, my love, but I imagine this necklace on your 

beautiful chest. 

Ruby: It's so beautiful, thanks, mom. 

Mrs. Barbara: Pardon, my love, but I have a very small request. 

Ruby: And what is it, mom. 

Mrs. Barbara: I want you to seduce Estetham until he accepts your 

marriage. 

Ruby: But what do I want with it, which is not rich. 

Mrs. Barbara: His father has wealth and you will live happily if 

he becomes your husband. 

Barbara herself speaks: The father of this Scottish does not have 

heirs, but I want to get rid of your care and spend food on you and 

your treatment and benefit from the richness of that conceited 

idiot who expects that heaven did not come with another man. 

Ruby: It is true what you say, mom, that a father owns gold and 

is rich .  

Mrs. Barbara: Yes, and if you don't like it, I will marry you a 

better man than you if you divorce, my dear. 

She speaks herself: After we take half of what he has 

Ruby: If that was the case I would do what you commanded me 

to do. 

Mrs. Barbara: Well done, my daughter. 

 

At nine o'clock in the evening, Robin passes to Asthem to stay up 

at a night club celebrating their own way. 
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Robin: You will like it very much. 

Estetham: Let's find out, Robin, let's go. 

A very noisy and classy place that I was amazed and admired 

Robin: You seem to like the place. 

Istitham: Yes, many. 

Robin: Look at all these girls how beautiful they are. 

Istitham: I think about marriage, my mom, Robin, wants me to 

get married, and I promised her that. 

Robin: Let's search for it, and there are a lot of it here. 

Estetham: It is not the place to search for a female in its true sense 

here. 

Robin: I drew attention. 

Istitham: These girls here will not raise a child that England is 

proud of. 

Robin: Your ambition is great. 

Istitham: My ambition is heaven and not anything but heaven. I 

applied for a master’s study in business administration. 

Robin: Let me give you the beautiful news that will really make 

you happy .  

Estetham: What is it. 

Robin: The reward must be first. 

Istitham: If it is worth it, your drink is on my account. 

Robin: I have a relative with the rank of Chief Inspector at the 

same center ( CID ) in which we work. Tell me that you and I will 

work together under the direction of Mr. Arthur in the External 
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Operations Support Section and our training will begin to deal 

with Dogs from the beginning of next week, as instructed by the 

head of the center, Mr. William. 

Asthem: Your drink is on my account. 

Robin: This is good talk, let's celebrate .  

Istitham: Yes, we celebrate, the news is beautiful...... 

They return home after a bus night full of hustle and bustle 

Asthem wakes up as usual, finishes his sports schedule and heads 

to Kafe as usual, Mrs. Barbara receives it and not from her extra 

kindness habit, but this is to achieve her goal and marry Esteth 

from Ruby. 

Mrs. Barbara: Welcome, Mr. Estethm, your usual request, Mr. 

Asthem؟ 

I am astonished by Mrs. Barbara's style and he talks to himself 

saying: Mr. Estetham!! the master!! 

 What is the matter of Mrs. Barbara, let me see what you aim for 

this old man. 

Istitham: Yes, Mrs. Barbara as usual. 

Mrs. Barbara: As you want, son, you go to attend an Istitham 

request. 

I swear inside: My son..؟ 

Mrs. Barbara: This is the most beautiful breakfast for the most 

beautiful Istitham. May I ask you something؟ 

Estetham: Come on, Mrs. Barbara. 
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Mrs. Barbara: Why haven't you married yet when you are a man 

I have not seen with a woman. 

Istitham: I am a man who takes care of his mother, as my mother 

has not yet married my father’s death and it is fulfilling that I am 

near her. 

Mrs. Barbara: This is from gallantry. I liked it so much, son. 

Would you allow me to call you my son. 

Istitham: I am really like your son. 

       In the meantime  

Ruby walks with her beautiful dress and she looks great showing 

her charm, which is to eat the coffee he loves, in fact she 

succeeded in attracting his attention to the beauty of her body. 

Mrs. Barbara: What were you saying, my son. 

Istitham: Ha, I used to say I was like your son. 

Mrs. Barbara: She smiles and says yes you are ،  

       She takes the opportunity and says: 

 You know, Esteth, many men want to marry Broby, and she 

refuses. 

Istitham: Why didn't you marry her. 

Mrs. Barbara: I don't want any man. I want a man like you. I 

accept marriage with her, my son. 

Istitham: I!!!! 

Mrs. Barbara: Yes, you are my love. 

It seems astonished at the acetum؟؟؟؟!!! 

Istitham: Maybe Ruby doesn't want me and wants someone else. 
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Mrs. Barbara: Ruby, Ruby. 

Ruby: Yes, mom .  

Mrs. Barbara: My son Estethm wants you to get married. 

Ruby: She suddenly cries .  

Estetham: Why are you crying Ruby. 

Ruby: I don't know. 

Mrs. Barbara: You will know one day. 

Estetham: What do you mean, Mrs. Barbara. 

Mrs. Barbara: She likes you. Come on, she embraces you. 

Estetham: Don't cry, Ruby. I'm here. 

Ruby: This is my phone number. Contact me anytime you want 

and accept an investment and leave. 

Mrs. Barbara: I own this architecture and I live in the upper floor 

of it. You can visit us anytime you want, Estethm, and I offer my 

daughter to marry you because you like it. 

Istitham: I don't know what to say to Mrs. Barbara, you have been 

overwhelmed with your love, and I thank you for this 

workmanship. 

Mrs. Barbara: Do you agree with my offer, my love. 

Estetham: Ruby is a pretty girl. 

Mrs. Barbara: What does this mean yes?  

Istitham: Yes it is. 

Mrs. Barbara: Congratulations, she is your fiancée and I am your 

mother.  
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Istitham: What do you think about getting to know my mom, Mrs. 

Barbara. 

Mrs. Barbara: It gives me great pleasure. 

I ask: I will arrange that, but now I allow me to leave. 

Ruby comes with beautiful cakes that Astethim loves every week 

and says: Estetham, I made this for you, my dear. 

Istitham: Thank you, my dear, I'm late, I'll talk to you later. 

Ruby: It is so, love. 

Mrs. Barbara: Take care of yourself, dear. 

Istitham: It is you and you too, bye-bye. 

Ruby and Mrs. Barbara: Bye, son. 

Estetham and Mrs. Barbara and Ruby went to see him turn around 

Mrs. Barbara and say: This is 100 pounds you deserve. 

Ruby: Wow, you got so generous. 

Mrs. Barbara: No, but I liked your acting, you damned. 

Ruby: The girl is like her mother as the British proverb says. (like 

mother, like daughter ) 

Mrs. Barbara: Your mother has prevailed. 

Ruby: If every day he takes a hundred pounds, I will be like a ring 

on your finger, my dear mother. 

Mrs. Barbara: You really look like me, little sprite. 

They laugh together ha ha ha ha...... 

Estetham: Mom.. Mom, where are you, my love. 

Emily: I'm here in the kitchen, son. 

Istitham: How are you, my love. 
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Amelie: Cheerful today is because you will start your business 

tomorrow. 

Istitham: Maybe it is something else, my dear Amelie. 

Amelie: Then tell me. 

Istitham: Maybe the girl found a marriage and her mother makes 

the cakes that I love. 

Amelie: Finally you will make me happy, I want to see her, is she 

beautiful. 

Istitham: Beautiful but not like you, you are the most beautiful،  

         You are always the most beautiful, Amelie. 

Amelie: And when can I tell it. 

Estetham: What do you want, Queen of Aberdeen (East 

Scotland). 

Amelie: What do you think this weekend, we go and try that cake 

you're talking about. 

Istetham: We'll try, Amelie 

              And they start laughing.  

Amelie: Do you stay with me today. 

Istitham: I will go to my apartment to start work early tomorrow. 

Emily: Take care of yourself. 

Istitham: You are, Emily. 

Asthem leaves Emily's apartment, heads to his apartment, carries 

his mobile phone, and says: Hello Robin, how are you. 

Robin: Okay, how are you. 

Istitham: When does work start tomorrow. 
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Robin: At 8 in the morning. 

Istitham: See you tomorrow at the center. 

Robin: It is. 

Istitham: Bye. 

The next morning 

Asthem wakes up early and ends the sporting class as usual and 

takes his usual bath and heads to the near café that Mrs. Barbara 

has to order his breakfast as usual and requests his coffee and 

receives Ruby while she is in her entire decor and says: Welcome 

to love. 

Estetham: Hello, Ruby, how are you. 

Ruby: Last night is so beautiful, how amazing your look is, I like 

the suit on you. 

Where she was spending with him tonight after he left his mother, 

Emily. 

Estetham: It was really amazing. 

Ruby: Your order is ready. I prepared it myself. 

In fact, her cooking is poor, but part of the plan is to get him to 

marry her, and she has succeeded in doing so, as she is not good 

at cooking. 

Istitham: Ruby, I'm in a hurry today, my first day in my new job, 

and I don't want to be late for the center. 

Ruby: At what hour. 

Istitham: at eight. 
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Ruby: You have an hour and ten minutes ahead, I'll go get it for 

you.  

Asthem ends his meal and goes to his workplace saying: I see 

you, really, love and go، 

Mrs. Barbara speaking to her daughter Ruby: Where do I get it. 

Ruby: He went out to work, this is his first day. 

Mrs. Barbara: How's it going with him. 

Ruby: She laughs how much Barbara planned. 

 

 

Asthem enters the police ( CID ) and heads to the reception and 

the hour indicates 7:30 am and talks to the receptionist wearing 

the police uniform and says: Madam, you have been appointed. 

The receptionist looks at the name plate and says: Welcome, Mr. 

Estetham. Yes, I found your name going to the external 

operations department of Mr. Arthur. 

Istitham: Where is the external operations office located, madam. 

Receptionist: Go to the right and you will find it at the end of the 

corridor to your left. 

Istitham: Thank you. 

Estethim himself has believed what he said, and he goes to the 

External Operations Department and knocks on the door, a police 

officer from the department named Bryce responds to him and he 

has a friendship with him in the future and says as he reads the 

name plate: Hello, I want to help you 
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Istitham: He was appointed to the External Operations 

Department، 

 A policeman named Arnoun interrupts them, saying: Hello, I will 

take advantage of where Robin does you know him. 

Istitham: Yes, it was my payment and we graduated together. 

Arnoun: I will be the coach who oversees your training for you 

and Robin in police dog handling skills. Do you have any 

previous experience with that. 

Istitham: just a little. 

Arnoun: I wait here for Robin to come and start introducing the 

departments and start with the skills of dealing with police dogs. 

During the speech Robin enters 

Robin: Good morning, are you late. 

Both Estethim and Arnoun: Good morning, are you late. 

 Arnoun: No, the time is completely 8, I expect you are excited. 

Robin: Yes. 

Arnoun: On your messenger and hold your horse behind you for 

a long day، 

We will start with the skills of dealing with police dogs. Please, 

from here the locations of police dogs،  

Welcome to the Foreign Operations Department, the heroes 

stronghold from the CID police station, where we are dealing with 

criminals and drug dealers. All you see from dogs are of different 

types, but his coach is in a training center Speak to do drug 

detection tasks in the event of searching or searching for them, as 
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these dogs are obedient and fierce, and your friend who does not 

betray you if you carry out your ammunition, the trainer from it 

of any kind is called police dogs  ،It has the ability to detect drugs 

and explosives with high efficiency. 

Robin: Is she a drug addict. 

Arnoun: A good question, of course not, because dogs have a very 

strong sense of smell, they are given a minimum drug and do not 

affect it, but the reward method is what makes dogs get excited  ،

We have dogs that won prizes and have their decorations as 

heroes of animals, and a number of animals other than dogs such 

as cat, horse and pigeon have been honored at a ceremony to 

honor animals serving the British Armed Forces. 

Istitham: I heard about this. 

Arnoun: Beautiful now I will give you a share in how to deal with 

dogs, how you know how to communicate with them and how to 

receive and execute orders from you. 

 

in the meantime 

Benjamin speaks to the school's principal, Mr. Elizabeth, have 

you raised performance measures for this year. 

Mrs. Elizabeth: Yes, Mr. Benjamin. 

School Director Benjamin: I want to measure the performance of 

Master Agatha, how much is her rate. 

Mrs. Elizabeth: 96% is the highest in school. 
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Mr. Benjamin: What do I want the lowest percentage in schools 

in Dunstable. 

Mrs. Elizabeth: But, Mr. Benjamin, we do not want to make an 

eye on us. 

Mr. Benjamin: Change her grade, and I will sign it. I want her 

how much is the lowest in school. 

Mrs. Elizabeth: She is 81% to Mrs. Ava%. 

Mr. Benjamin: What no no, I want to raise its score to 85% and 

put the name Agatha in the Ava report instead. 

Mrs. Elizabeth: But!!؟ 

Mr. Benjamin interrupts her: Do only what I say. 

Mrs. Elizabeth: Wonder as you like. 

To CID Center  

Arnoun: How was your day talking to Esteth and Robin. 

Isthem: Beautiful and I have gained new and useful things. 

Arnoun: And you, Robin. 

Robin: And I am, when do we start the archery program. 

Arnoun: I see enthusiasm in you, Robin. I told you to hold your 

horse. You will be trained in a 50,000-volt stun gun and a distance 

of 25 feet in case of raids for your safety from drug dealers and 

smugglers You are not like the community police ( Poppies ), 

because the risks to you are great. 

Robin: What kind of pistols will we carry. 

Arnoun: FN-571 571 Belgian pistol. 
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Asthem: I like this type of pistol penetrating the bulletproof vest 

from a distance of 100 meters and is a supplement to the PB90 

machine gun. 

Arnoun: You have good information about the weapons, 

policeman Estetham. I'm done today and we will complete early 

tomorrow. 

Robin: Thank you. 

Asthem is going to enough to meet Ruby as he calls her and says: 

Ruby, you're done. 

Ruby: Do you want to have lunch with me. 

Istitham: Yes, of course. 

Ruby: What do you think about eating together in my mom's 

apartment, tell me when you arrive. 

Istitham: It is. 

Mrs. Barbara hears the phone call and says: How are things I see 

so well. 

Ruby: It's what you want, I'll take a meal and take her to the 

apartment. 

Mrs. Barbara: Don't take much if you eat here to pay for what he 

eats, I don't want losses, Ruby. 

Ruby: Next time. 

Mrs. Barbara: A schoolgirl we give birth to. 

After nine months, Estethm trained at his workplace and began 

practicing external field units, and he, Robin, Press and Arnoun 
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led Arthur to storm a warehouse that was going to be smuggled ،

It was invalidated by Arthur and his men. 

Arthur: I was amazed at your high performance and I am proud 

of you. 

In fact, Mr. Arthur intended to perform Estetham, as he was saved 

from death when a drug dealer put the pistol on Mr. Arthur's head, 

and as soon as he put it, he was provoked by a quick move and 

shot at the head The merchant, I did not provoke himself at the 

time because he would not have killed him, but his fear for Mr. 

Arthur is what prompted him to act quickly and make decisions ،

But Mr. Arthur was so happy that the drug dealer would not fail 

to kill him, and not only this situation, he dealt with four of them, 

one of them hit in his hand and the others in their legs  ،Which 

made him lead the storming theater and honored the director of 

the CID Center, Mr. William, for his courage، 

 

And not only that, he married Ruby while she was pregnant with 

her baby girl  ،Mrs. Barbara's plan succeeded in getting him to 

marry Ruby, and Ruby was suffering from sickle anemia. Asthem 

ensured her treatment, and Mrs. Barbara became free to travel and 

walk from time to time and she was happy with that. She caught 

two birds With one stone, her daughter was married to the person 

who would take care of her daughter and make him bear her 

treatment, and this is not just thinking of taking his money by 

claiming that. 
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Estetham enters the house and accepts only the belly of Ruby, 

who was doing it very specially even though his mother Emily 

was not satisfied with his marriage to her because of her inner 

feeling that Mrs. Barbara was taking advantage of Estethm and 

she was right In this and Ruby's attempts to distance Estetham 

from Emily, Olivia and Jacob are frequent and continuous, as she 

loved him for the nobility of his morals  ،Mrs. Barbara was jealous 

of her daughter and of the treatment of Estetham, as he was 

affectionate and strict at the same time and was looking after 

everyone  ،Mrs. Barbara was and still attempts to make Estetham 

unwanted to Ruby and Ruby's omission turned from his manhood 

by landing him in situations that turned out to be incompetent and 

every time he was the opposite of what he angered And her hatred 

against him and attempts to sabotage the house of Ruby at the 

same time mixed feelings and feelings, all of which were 

essentially nothing of that marriage except the exploitation of 

Estetham and the exploitation of his alleged wealth that Ruby was 

satisfied with later and became She wants to separate from him 

because he was the one who was spending it and her only source 

of income  ،Ruby did not like to study or work, and she was only 

interested in trimming and decorating her nails and resting them 

only and their interests. The girl is similar to her mother, as the 

saying goes.  
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Ruby spoke, Estetham: How was your day, don't forget, the 

doctor says I will give birth this week and I am very afraid. 

Istitham: From what you fear, I am here near you. 

Ruby: If you go to work. 

It was Ruby dependent on him, so he was the one who was 

cooking and he was the one who cleans the house and he is the 

one who takes care of the trees in the new apartment that they 

moved to after their marriage and his breeder brought her at work 

times. Istitham: The nanny worker who brought you with you 

during my work, so what are you afraid of. 

Ruby: I always want you near me. 

They were all flimsy excuses to make her alone. She had a disease 

of love of possession even with his family and the people around 

him. She was sick with the beliefs of her mother, Mrs. Barbara, 

of magic, sorcery, and reading the cup ،This affected Estetham's 

life due to these fools, and Mrs. Barbara Tohme Estetham was 

sick to cover her faults and those of her daughter .  

Istitham: And I've always been near you, Ruby. 

in the meantime 

Agatha: Mr. Benjamin, I want to file a complaint with the 

Ministry regarding my performance measurement. 

Mr. Benjamin: What is the problem with measuring your 

performance. 
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Agatha: First, the ministry was not raised with the rest of the 

teachers, secondly I was not informed of that, thirdly I did not 

receive the degree of measurement that I deserved. 

Mr. Benjamin: I don’t know about that. As for the degree in my 

school that I run, each takes the degree it deserves. Ask Mrs. 

Elizabeth, the school’s principal, about that. I mean not to raise 

her to the ministry. 

Agatha: I will do it and the degree is a matter of discussion. 

She went talking to herself that I knew you were a liar, Mr. 

Benjamin and a sly, and she went to the office of Mrs. Elizabeth 

the agent  

Agatha: Mrs. Elizabeth, how are you. 

Mrs. Elizabeth: It's okay, how are you. 

Agatha: Okay, I want to ask about my performance score of 81% 

and I deserve higher and why not send it to the ministry yet. 

Mrs. Elizabeth: I am a school principal and your performance has 

been handed over to the principal, Mr. Benjamin. I don't know 

why he hasn't sent him yet. As for your grades, ask Mr. Benjamin. 

Agatha: Thank you, Mrs. Elizabeth, and she leaves the office. 

Nine months ago 

Agatha was briefed on her performance evaluation and photo, and 

no one knows about it 

Agatha speaks herself I know that my performance measurement 

score has been manipulated and I am keeping this image as 
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evidence of Mr. Benjamin's slag, and also saves pictures of false 

bills of ministry expenditures and administrative corruption .  

 

at the moment 

Agatha: Mr. Benjamin I have spoken to Mrs. Barbara and I have 

not come up with a result with her I want to file a request with an 

investigation letter regarding my performance measurement. 

Mr. Benjamin: It is of no importance that you raise a letter and I 

will solve this issue for you, Professor Agatha, and leave this 

matter to me. 

Agatha: How is it not important and you did not raise it while I 

am asking him from the ministry, and I did not sign the 

knowledge of it, you are manipulating the regime, Mr. Benjamin. 

Mr. Benjamin: You grow up and take over the subject, Professor 

Agatha. 

Agatha: So I prepared a letter for the ministry, please raise it. 

Mr. Benjamin looks at the letter and signs it and says: Go and 

release it to the ministry and do whatever you want. 

Agatha: Thank you, that's what I want. 

in the meantime  

Isthem: Robin called Ali Ruby screaming from pain in her 

stomach. I expect her birth will come out of work and cover my 

place until I return. 

Robin: Go, my partner, don't bother to work, and tell me what's 

going on with you, Estetham. 
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Hospital nurse speaking Estetham: Mrs. Ruby will enter her 

delivery room now .  

Istitham: Thank you. 

Ruby: Where have you been, Estetham. 

Ashtitham: I'm next to you now, don't be afraid, Ruby. 

They leave the delivery room and the doctor says: 

Congratulations, the new birth. 

Ruby: You got tired of me so much. What do we call it.. 

Istitham: We will call her the doctor who saved you. 

Ruby: Sarah. 

Istitham: Yes. 

Asthem carries and kisses her. 

 

Five years later 

Estetham: Come on, Ruby, I want. We are late for Sarah's school, 

and this is her first day at school. 

Ruby: We're done, Esteth, let's go..... 

Sarah: This is my new school. 

Istitham: Yes, my love. 

Sarah: Have a nice day, Dad. 

Istitham: I wish you a lovely day, my love. 

 

Estetham continues to live up to his good behavior, discipline, 

and high performance, and hatred begins to reap unparalleled 

successes. He has completed his master’s studies and has 
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succeeded in catching a major drug dealer and received a ( knight 

) event on The impact of his storm on preventing the largest and 

most reputable drug smuggling to Britain, harassment from his 

team began to distinguish Mr. William ( Director of CID ) Center 

for Estetham and his respect for him. 

I continue to use the development of himself and to see more what 

is good and good for him and his future, and one night he went to 

his home after Arnon put an anesthetic in coffee in order to take 

revenge on him, he drank it He does not know, the substance that 

Arnoun put in effect began to become an astrologer feeling 

strange and messy and he did not know that it was because of the 

substance he drank. 

Estetham entered the house talking to Ruby and saying: Ruby, I'm 

strong and I'm not afraid of anything. 

Ruby: I know this, Esteth, and what's new. 

Istitham: I want to go to the place of worship to ask forgiveness 

for my sins and ask for forgiveness. 

Ruby: ! Are you okay, Esteth ؟   

Istitham: Yes, but I feel a strange feeling. You don't have to go 

and come back. 

Ruby is surprised and does not know what is happening to him 

and she does not know the cause of all this strangeness that 

Estethm went through. It is strange that her mother Barbara is a 

charm for Estethm to take some of the reward he received I am 

exempt from the government after his success in arresting drug 
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traffickers, so I made him magic on the same night to love her, 

love her daughter, and lavish money on them  ،It was generous for 

his wife, Ruby, but Mrs. Barbara's greed and love for her  world 

and the claim of kindness are malicious and his mother and only 

cares about herself  ،Asthem goes out and goes to forgive his sins 

in a place of worship near the city center. 

in the meantime  

A sabotage operation was reported and the underground police 

station was close to the place of worship and a plan to besiege the 

saboteurs was drawn up. 

Asthem enters the place of worship to seek forgiveness from the 

Lord of the Worlds  ،The police are monitoring and suspecting 

Estethm because he resembles a member of the gang that is 

carrying out the sabotage operation. Unfortunately, Estethim 

passes from the scene of the operation exactly. He was arrested 

by a beating on the head, who was unconscious In a crypt he takes 

him inside the earth he said: A policeman, what do we do with it, 

sir? Do we hit him with the golden needle. 

The officer in charge of the total. No, they wore bracelets and 

prepared him for investigation. 

Police officer: We inject him with a needle. 

Responsible officer: Let him drink it. 

Police officer: you got it. 

They carry an astress and sit him in a chair and water him with 

material that makes him reveal the truth and he cannot hide 
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anything from them. He is under anesthesia so that he does not 

remember anything after the interrogation process and then throw 

him on the street and leave him in a deplorable state To her and 

return everything they took from the pants pocket starts by 

remembering the graduation of who he is and what he brought 

here but he does not remember anything about the interrogation 

process  ،Night is the worst in the life of Estetham, the first of 

which is drugs and magic Mrs. Barbara and the third is that he fell 

into the hands of the police, who after I learned that he was a 

policeman threw him on the sidewalk so that none of them 

remembered and followed him remotely The mixture of death is 

drugs, magic, investigation in a terrible way that is sufficient for 

only one to make him suffer a lot in his life  ،He delivers his 

biography and arrives at his home in a miserable condition, his 

clothes are shabby and wet, and he urinated on himself from the 

water that was mixed with the material of telling the truth and 

drank too much. 

Ruby: What do you think, what is all this! And why are you in 

this miserable state. 

Istitham: Not now I just want to sleep. 

He goes to a butterfly and sleeps without feeling from him, Ruby 

talks to Robin's friend Estethm and Jake also spoke to Estetham's 

younger brother but he is out of town and you Robin asks him for 

ambulance and protects him to the hospital  ،Doctor Francis takes 
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tell Ruby and Robin about the case of Estetham, and talks to 

Estetham: What happened to you. 

Istitham: They want to eliminate me. 

Doctor Francis: And whoever wants to eliminate you, Mr. 

Estetham. 

Asthem: disguised as metro service clothes. 

Doctor Francis: And what did the metro workers do. 

Istitham: I got a blow on my head treacherously, and now you 

have all that I remember. 

Doctor Francis: What is with your heels, is there pain and what 

hurts you from your body. 

Istitham: I don't know, but my head, chest, and heels of my feet 

hurt. 

Doctor Francis: I will ask several doctors to assess your condition. 

Doctor Francis, after meeting with the doctors, the vision became 

clear to him and there are instructions for dealing with similar 

cases. 

Doctor Francis goes to Estetham after the details of him and his 

medical staff have been taken, but the information is superficial 

as Estetham does not mention anything from the incident and 

what happened to him. 

Doctor Francis: We will take an analysis other than the first. 

In fact, this is not an analysis, but a concealment of the truth 

because the material from which it took a large amount to make 

it reveal what it has  ،It settles in the lower back at the end of the 
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spinal cord and pulls the material through a needle that enters into 

the body and takes it out. The patient cannot move for an hour 

because it causes paralysis if he moves during the first hour after 

withdrawing this The material is from his body, the material was 

actually withdrawn the next day. 

The feeling of investing a mixture of death lay within it, 

hallucinations and delusions of drugs that were placed in him in 

a large amount, bad suspicions and fantasies accompanied by 

suspicion of all those around him from the effect of magic  ،He 

was angry and defeated by what happened to him by stupid 

investigators who lack experience and oversight from the higher 

departments, they made another person from him. 

He stayed in the hospital for a week and the terrifying feelings 

still accompany him, there is a war inside him that no one of the 

two worlds feels except him, he entered the world of madness 

where there is no certainty of proof  ،Unlimited disorder and loss, 

no importance, no self, and audiovisual schizophrenia, as he 

prepares unfounded things that see things that do not exist. He 

hears voices that do not exist as a pure mad scientist...، 

 But he is a man with an iron desire  ،He improves after a few 

months, to study his illness himself and started to get rid of 

problems and one after the other, so he started cleaning his blood 

from the drugs that were put in him for coffee because it caused 

damage to brain chemistry with a therapeutic course Intensive for 

7 months first, and at the same time solving the spiritual problem 
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and decoding the magic in effect, and returned to sports and self-

development and began the doctor's study in the field of business 

and policy management  ،And he finds it difficult to deal with his 

life, the shock abandoned by Ruby and separated from her and 

left her daughter Sarah with him, she could not live with him 

during the first seven months ،Everyone abandoned him and no 

one remained to support him. His mother, Emily, died a year after 

he got sick after Jacob called him. 

Jacob: I'm in the hospital. Emily passed away.  

Istitham: I'm on the way to the hospital. What happened. 

Jacob: I got a call from Olivia and she was with her two days ago, 

but Emily's heart could not bear. She died this morning trying for 

cardiac resuscitation, but to no avail. 

 

Olivia cries while embracing Estetham and says: Our mother has 

passed away, Estetham. 

Estetham: Coherent and sad and says this is life, Olivia this is life. 

Olivia: I am very sad, Estetham. I lost my father, and now my 

mother is too much for me, Estetham. I can't stand this. 

The burial ceremonies were carried out and buried in the 

Brumpton Cemetery in central London, where Istitham was 

charged with the burial ceremony. 

Estetham speaks after Emily is buried and says: He was a loyal 

human being in love with Louis and raised us, she was a teacher 
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who lost the goddess of generations of Londoners, a strong 

woman who loved everyone. 

Grandpa Henry rises up and says: Indeed she was a different, 

beautiful and picturesque female and she loved Louis a lot and 

loved her as his son Lee. 

Dorothy cries and embraces Henry. 

Robin: I'm sorry for your loss, Esteth. 

Johnson, Olivia's sister-in-law, Estetham, says: I am very sorry 

for Emily's death. 

Estetham responds to Robin and Johnson and says: She was a 

wonderful mother. 

Johnson: It really is. 

In the meantime 

Mrs. Barbara spoke to Ruby: Today is said to be the burial 

ceremony of Mrs. Emily, the mother of Estethim. 

Ruby trimmed her nails while she was in sufficient as usual and 

says: Do not care about me and do not care about it as long as 

there is no money in it. 

 

The days pass and I swear by still reminds Emily of her separation 

and pain  ،Estetham became alone with him and Sarah his 

daughter, which led him to overcome this cruel ordeal with all its 

strength and which almost destroyed his life  ،This prompted him 

to develop himself and complete his university studies, and he 

graduated six years after studying the doctorate with distinction 
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and continued his accomplishments in his work and many 

enemies and his co-workers began to search for his mistakes and 

his personal life to harass him and he did not care To them as 

usual and the power he wanted ...  

The summer vacation came, Agatha wanted to visit London to 

have a good time ،This was the longest semester in the history of 

her educational trip, due to the pressure she went through and the 

school principal ordered her to, as this affected her psyche, which 

made her plan to enjoy and change the place  ،London is 36 miles 

1 and 57 minutes by train to Victoria Station in London, as it 

packed its luggage and was ready to go .  

Ten years after the death mixture accident 

 

The police who caused it monitored him thinking that he would 

take revenge on what happened to him that day  ،And what made 

them follow him is that he is still healthy and well-being and he 

is supposed to be sick. Whoever gets this torture and interrogation 

loses his brain and cannot continue life as a person who did not 

have this cruel adventure but with internal faith His life changed 

in a way he did not expect, and in the midst of these changes he 

left the old job and was accepted into a new job in the cabinet 

after what was accepted after several tests he passed  ،Meanwhile, 

a man named Winston was in control of the House of Commons, 

who is the leader of the political party. He admired Estethm and 

his personality, so there was a test in a position higher than that 
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of Estethm and the party’s eyes were on him ،The coalition party 

was also impressed by the good deal, tact and diplomatic 

response. Sir Winston wanted to occupy a new position in the 

political party as he was close to the royal family and had several 

privileges and knew Ibn The royal family has known to be an 

infirmist and has become an iniquity with the ruling family .  

This happened five years ago 

When Istitham applied to the functions of the Ministry of Interior 

in the Secretary of State for Crime and Police, where he holds a 

doctorate and holds a ( knight ), he helped him to the position of 

chief inspector and then rose to the first assistant to the Minister 

of State For crime and the police  ،He went through several tests 

to fill this job, and he was tested for patience and a lie detector 

test that made the eyes of the two laboratories for him pay 

attention to him with admiration and respect. Sir Winston was 

their manager. They conveyed to him what happened inside a test 

room Lie detector, I wanted to know Sir Winston on Astetham. 

Here is the story after the test editing on paper. Asthem 

successfully passed it. He had to enter the lie detector room for 

this job and while entering it he put a lie detector on the body of 

Asthem, his helmet on the head, and a device that connected In 

the hand and wrist, the laboratory begins to list questions ،The 

secret before entering the polygraph room is injected with a 

needle that makes you unable to lie. Its name is the trust that 

makes you reveal all your secrets, even if you want to hide them, 
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you will not be able to ،When the investigator or laboratory asks 

you, you will answer honestly, take time in the blood, and upon 

completion of the test, you inject another injection to return to 

your nature and you can lie again. 

When Estethm entered the polygraph room and was injected with 

an injection of honesty and placed the devices on his hand and 

head he was ready not to take the laboratory's questions  ،The 

laboratory started asking questions ( Estethim has gone through 

the experience of honesty in the accident of the death mixture, 

which made him search for and know the material and have used 

it many times and in this case the dose of honesty does not affect 

him starting ) 

The device is very sensitive and any monitoring of lies shows in 

reading that it is lying strange !   

When the laboratory asked Estethim, he answered all the rest, 

diplomacy, and the device gives loud voices and reading that this 

is an investment that lies ( and they have shown that the device is 

very sensitive ) but with high false readings I burn ( issued from 

a fire And thick smoke ) device   !؟

The shock of the investigator who was testing Estethm was raised, 

and he raised the handset to their general manager, Mr. Winston, 

and told him so. Mr. Winston said, Bring me an asthma and green 

to my office. 

Indeed, the investigator first entered Mr. Winston  
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Detective: Mr. Winston, the truth detector exploded in my face as 

I tested the so-called Estethim. 

Mr. Winston: And how's that! 

The investigator: Whoever lied a lot, he only believed in his 

name, but the rest was a lie in a lie, coordinator and embellished. 

Mr. Winston: Hahahahahahahah  

How amazing is this so-called Estethm and how does he do it. 

Investigator: I have no explanation, but he has experienced 

honesty many times and I do not expect it to be just once. 

Mr. Winston: This guy's test closed. I want this job and Mr. 

Estethim entered me. 

Detective: As you like, Mr. Winston... 

He goes out of Mr. Winston's office and talks to Astetham and 

says 

Detective: Mr. Estetham, Director, Winston, wants to meet you. 

Estetham: Wayne is located in Mr. Winston's office, Detective. 

Detective: From here, Mr. Estetham .  

Asthem enters the office of Mr. Winston and has a lengthy 

conversation with Asthem and Mr. Winston  ،Mr. Winston was 

impressed by Estethm's personality, tact, reactions, diplomatic 

responses, and his cheerful and kind spirit, which made him 

change his mind on the subject of the job as secretary of the 

ministry’s office that he wanted to grant to Estethm  ،Estetham 

comes out and begins his relationship with Mr. Winston. 

Mr. Winston speaks to the job test investigator 
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Mr. Winston: Detective, don't close the test for the job. 

Investigator: You don't want to be invested in this job. 

Mr. Winston: Yes, I do not want him for this job. I want to include 

him in the cabinet. I want to appoint him in the political war that 

I chair. 

Detective: As you like, sir. 

Here, relations began to be used to expand and influence, his 

sense of humor, the kindness of his heart, the sincerity and his 

love for good and the help of people, which made him with broad 

and sparkling social relations and those around him are seen with 

love and respect. 

 

Go back to the present 

 When Agatha arranged her bag to spend her vacation in London 

after suffering from the bad atmosphere in school because of Mr. 

Benjamin and Mrs. Jasmine and the teachers bully her as they 

compliment Mr. Benjamin, the principal  ،She was rented at the 

London Apartment Inn near Southwark Park. 

While arranging her bag and if the house bell is ringing, Agatha 

goes to answer, and if a man with his paper from the police reports 

that he has seated for her because of the lawsuit she filed against 

the school and against Mr. Benjamin  ،I was sitting next week and 

this will change her plan to stay in London, but she has not 

retracted from going only to taxi students to take her to the train 

station in Dunstable ،Indeed, the taxi and the least one came to 
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the train station that will be transported to London, now it is 2:30 

p.m. and the flight that was booked is a 3 o'clock trip:21 m, i.e., 

left for her around the hour for the train to actually move, arrived 

on time and board the train leaving on the greatest city in England. 

in the meantime 

Asthem had an appointment at the Health Preservation Center 

near Southwark Park at 6 pm and decided to eat in a restaurant 

and yellow house pub near the center as a reward for his discipline 

in The program he set for himself and his health was the last time 

for Estetham and he and Robin worked a lot on this day. 

Robin: Speaking to Estetham was a hard day. What will you do 

today. 

Istitham: Yes, indeed, and I will not stay in this work much. It is 

time to change my entire life. I got bored of this routine. I have 

completed my university studies and a little remains to complete 

the doctorate and it is time to change my life  ،It was hard today 

but we accomplished and my schedule is full today  ،I will go 

home and change my clothes, then my daughter Sarah Lee will 

take her to Henry because he asked to meet her and he did not see 

her for a while and then go to the health center where he met my 

friends there  ،Today's schedule is full. 

Robin: If I had all that testimony that you had for a long time ago, 

my greetings to your grandfather Henry. 

Istitham: It is also Robin see you later. 
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Asthem arrives at home and finds Sarah waiting for him crying 

and in pain inside him as he lost his mother Emily and divorced 

him from Ruby as Sarah longs for Ruby and her mother despite 

Ruby's lack of interest in Sarah She does not want her and makes 

excuses always, and she loves her daughter. In fact, she only cares 

for herself, and Estetham knows that. He was between two fires, 

a fire that conquered his daughter and a fire that he lost to Emily ،

The months are painful, not what is made in this case, but it is 

fixed like a mountain. 

Istitham: Why is my princess Sarah crying. 

Sarah: All my friends live from their mothers and fathers except 

me. 

Istitham: I am here and live with you, my princess. 

Sarah: I want Ruby. 

Istitham: I did not prevent you from it, but it is she who does not 

want to live with us and has abandoned us. 

 

Ruby had already abandoned him and left when I met a man and 

loved him, but he was not responsible and he deceived her and 

exploited her and took money and love from her and then left her 

and she is tired of his games and lied to him so she left him too 

Usually, she used to be in the sufficiency of Mrs. Barbara and her 

child, and she had episodes of remorse that she had overstated 

Estethm and did not know that she would die of remorse later, 

and her mother, Mrs. Barbara  ،But Estetham has abandoned her 
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forever and Ruby does not mean anything to him, not even Mrs. 

Barbara who liked to eat her and her usual coffee, we return to 

the dialogue of Estethm and Sarah. 

Sarah: This is not true, Dad. 

Istitham: As you want, Sarah, now let me change my clothes and 

go to Grandpa Henry. 

Sarah: My grandfather will go. 

Istitham: Yes, my daughter, and I will let you play with them so 

that you can have a little fun. 

Sarah hangs with joy and wants to change the killer routine 

Sarah: I will change my clothes too. 

Estetham: Excellent 10 minutes and we are ready to go.... 

 

Agatha arrives at the London train station and takes the bus to the 

new Rothth Street, where he landed London apartments in his 

corner before the roundabout, and it was 5:49 pm ،I went to the 

hostel to put the suitcase and went up to her apartment on the 

second floor overlooking a grocery in the corner of the opposite 

building selling newspapers and food. The view was breathtaking 

from that big window, where it also overlooks a garden Beautiful 

Southwark Park. 

Meanwhile, Estetham stands in his car in front of the health center 

near Southwark Park after Sarah was sent down to Grandpa 

Henry's house, as if fate wants to combine Estethm and Agatha in 

a meeting that will benefit Agatha Many later, Asthem enters the 
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health center, meets his friends, and sits there talking to each 

other. 

Agatha is hungry and has not eaten anything from the morning 

and she is exhausted after the trip from Dunstable to London and 

wanted to have a meal in a beautiful place, asking Agatha 

Risbchen about the nearest restaurant in this neighborhood  ،I 

answered her that at the end of the street after the roundabout and 

moving to the end of the street in the corner on the left there is a 

restaurant and a bar called the Yellow House Restaurant  ،So I 

went out and went to that place on foot until I swallowed the 

yellow house restaurant, and Istitham had left the health center 

security, also heading to the yellow house restaurant as previously 

planned, and by chance they met an entrance The door of the 

restaurant is a conversation between them. 

Agatha: Please come in. 

Istitham: You prefer to enter first ladies first. 

Agatha: Thanks. 

Waiter: Welcome, a table for two people who thought they came 

with a couple. 

Istitham: I have the honor to be this beautiful with me. 

Agatha: We are not with each other. 

Waiter: Sorry I thought you were together. 

Agatha: Honor for me, mister؟ 

Estetham: Istetham, miss؟ 

Agatha: My name is Agatha. 
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Asthem: A name in the magnificence of ( where the name Agatha 

means honor ). 

Agatha: Thank you, Mr. Estetham. 

Estetham: Are you waiting for someone to have dinner with you. 

Agatha: Actually no, I'm alone here. 

Estetham: Here I did not understand you. 

Agatha: I am not from London but from Dunstable. 

Istitham: And I am not waiting for anyone what you think we sit 

at one table together. 

Agatha: Why not. 

Asthem talks to the waiter for two. 

Waiter: As you want, sir, from here, sir, this table is to the most 

beautiful couple and in the corner of the restaurant, where calm 

and music. 

Istitham: Please sit down, Miss Agatha, and hold her chair. 

Agatha: Thank you for this bugs act. 

Istitham: Pardon, you said you were from Dunstable. 

Agatha: Yes, do you know her؟ 

Istitham: I have heard about it but I have not visited it before. 

Agatha refers to the waiter until she asks, and the waiter comes to 

her and says: Yes, ma'am. 

Agatha: I'm hungry. What do you have for dinner today. 

Waiter: We have pizza, burger, and meat chunks, and we have 

pasta and mushrooms with delicious shrimp. 

Agatha: I want meat with potatoes. 
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Waiter: And you, sir. 

Istitham: I want mushroom pizza with Coca-Cola. 

Waiter: And you, madam, what do you want to drink. 

Agatha: Coca-Cola is OK too. 

Waiter: Meat with potatoes, pizza with mushrooms, and two cups 

of Coca-Cola. 

Istitham: This is our request. 

Waiter: Right away, sir. 

Agatha: You were asking me why I came to London on summer 

vacation as you know and to change my mood as I am tired of 

school and hypocrites, lying and fabricating charges against me. 

Istitham: How is that?, Pardon, I don't want to interfere in your 

business. 

 

Agatha has opened her heart to Estetham as she does not tell 

anyone what she has and is of a secret type, but she felt that I seek 

the help of a different and honest man, which made her reveal 

what she has. 

 

Agatha: No, I am the one who wants to speak, I am secretive, but 

I am tired of staying alone. I am neither married nor married, my 

mother is dead, my father is married to another woman and is 

busy with my life, and I cannot find anyone to reveal to him. 

Istetham: Take out everything you have. It will not be worse for 

me. My father died long ago in a train accident, and my mother 
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also died a short time ago. I have a child. She separated from her 

mother and I went through the death mix accident. 

Agatha: The Mix of Death.!؟ 

Asthem and Agatha began to reveal all their details that they went 

through in their lives as if they had known each other for very 

long years until he closed the bar so he reached Esteth Henry and 

told him that he would return too late and that Sarah would stay 

He had and got out to the car and completed their conversation 

until they reached the London apartments inn, which Agatha 

landed in, so she called Agatha Estetham to go down with her to 

the hostel  ،Indeed, they completed their conversation in the hostel 

and did not stop until midnight, and Estetham said: We stole time 

from where we do not know. 

Agatha: I spoke a lot tonight and did not speak for a long time 

after my mother died. 

I ask permission to leave. 

Agatha: Let's stay in touch, so I can't trust him in this life. 

Istitham: It is also my mobile phone number. Please do not 

interrupt me. 

Agatha: You are also my mobile phone number. Thank you, I’m 

going to be your best friend from tonight. 

Istitham: You are also Agatha, good night. 

A strong bond began between them and a strong friendship began 

between them, and it is strange that they both trust  each other as 

they are kind of cautious. 
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Agatha: Let me see you before a session. 

Istitham: You mean the lawsuit you filed against Mr. Punjabin, 

and he will also meet you before you go to Dunstable, see you 

later. 

Estetham returned to his apartment, went to bed and slept deeply, 

and he did not taste the comfort for a long time, and he did not 

sleep well, but even Agatha. She slept until the morning, one 

sleep without interruption, and chemistry began Wonderful 

among them, as he feels it, and she also feels it, and this is what 

we will see in the coming days. 

Estetham wakes up late, not as usual, because of last night's 

evening with Agatha, and it happens. It is a good thing that today, 

Saturday, the beginning of the vacation, and he happens himself 

if his phone rings, he replies.... 

Agatha: This is Agatha. 

Istitham: It never occurred to me to speak the next day. 

Agatha: What do you think about spending time today together? 

There is a hardware market near me behind the hostel. Do you 

have time for me or do you have work to do. 

Istitham: I have nothing today, weekend. 

Agatha: I am waiting for you .     

Estetham: Let me change my clothes, it takes me half an hour to 

be there...... 

At five in the evening  
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Agatha: I ask what you think to leave as the hardware market will 

soon be closed. What do you think about hiking in Southwark 

Park near the hostel. 

Istitham: As you like, but I cannot stay much as I have left Sarah 

at Henry. 

Agatha: What do you think about going together to take her and 

then have dinner and then go home and go back to the hostel. 

Istitham: I don't want to spend time with Henry, then Sarah and I 

go home. 

Agatha: As you want, I invest how much time I have, how do you 

go, strict man. 

Asthem: An hour, Master, Agatha, the best teacher in Dunstable. 

Agatha: Did you know that I was going to go down at the Premier 

Inn on A501 Street. 

Istitham: Please no no no. 

Agatha: If you had it, we wouldn't have met and known each 

other, why would you say no no. 

Istitham: I hate that street. 

Agatha: And why؟ 

Istitham: It reminds me of university. 

Agatha: The university and what is in it. 

Istitham: As you know, I want to finish my university studies and 

this inn called Premier Inn in front of the British Library. 

Agatha: Hahahahahahahah, because you are doing a PhD, you are 

sitting most of your time there hahahahah, I see. 
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Istitham: I say thank God that I did not see you there because I 

only focus on books. 

Agatha: Hahahah, is that true? It seems to me that you are a 

womanizer. 

Istitham: I restrain your horses, because I do not have time for 

this. 

Agatha: I ask what you expect to ask me in court. 

Istitham: Everything, be careful and honest, and avoid ambiguity 

or charges against anyone unless the evidence is with you and 

prepare all your evidence to present it if requested to do so. 

Agatha: I will do it and I will do what you told me yesterday also 

not to be afraid and be careful in that one. 

Istitham: You know that what this so-called Benjamin did is 

embezzlement and that he fell, other people who collude with him 

will fall and they will not leave you alone if their matter is 

exposed to your hand. 

Agatha: I will ask to be investigated for all the evidence I have. 

Istitham: Be careful with every word you take out of your mouth . 

Agatha: Don't worry, this is what I intend to do to be careful about 

everything, and thanks for the advice. I was lost and guided me 

on the road. Please be my guardian angel from all evil. 

Istitham: I will go now how much time you spend in London 

Guthrie. 

Agatha: My mom used to say that to me. 

Istitham: You are her father's daughter. 
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Agatha: My aunt used to say that. 

Istitham: I will not say anything else so that I will not be your 

adopted son, hahahahahah. 

Agatha: You will say that. 

Estetham: The garden was beautiful, but you were more beautiful 

than it. Take care of yourself. I will reach you before the session. 

Agatha: And he is, my guardian angel...... 

Estethm went to take Sarah from Henry's house 

Henry: How are you, son. 

Isthem: Okay, Grandpa, but I carry a heavy load. Sarah is 

bothering her mother and the memory of Ruby is bothering me a 

lot and I never want to hear about her. 

Henry: I hate her that much. 

Istitham: I do not like her nor hate her, but I do not want anything 

that reminds me of her or binds me to her and I do not want to 

hear even her name. 

Henry: It should not affect your child, son, and you will find 

someone better than her. 

Istitham: Don't worry, I don't think that way and I'm very busy 

with my work, but Sarah is exhausting me, but you don't have to 

find a solution to that. 

Henry: You really do things, son. 

Istitham: This is what I always do. 

Estetham: Hello Sarah, my favorite. 

Sarah: Hello, I deserve my beloved. 
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He accepts her as an infirmary and asks Henry for permission to 

leave his home, while they are on their way back to their 

apartment  

Sarah: Dad, why didn't my aunt Olivia come to visit us, I missed 

Thomas. 

Istitham: If your aunt does not come this week, we will go to her, 

I promise. 

Sarah: Do we go to Wenzer. 

Istitham: I promise you..... 

The next day, Agatha calls Estethm to tell him a dream she 

dreamed of last night. It was a strange dream  ،She saw that she 

was in a spacious place and on the head of a majestic wolf 

mountain, a gray fur with a beautiful fur, and she was not afraid, 

but felt safe when she looked at him ،She says, I woke up and 

thought in her mind that the wolf is an astitham and there is a diet 

of pranksters surrounding her ،So she called him and told him so, 

and he said to her, I am the one who always protects you, and she 

said, You protect me and you did not protect yourself from those 

who caused you the mixture of death. So he said to her, Wait and 

see what will happen to him After they were in my grasp, I did 

not forget what happened, but take matters with wisdom, not 

nervous and stupidity. I replied and said to him, We will see, 

Plato, your time  .  

Life goes on and Sarah grows up, and Estetham graduates from 

university, and Estetham helps Agatha and she has a guardian 
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angel who has helped her and plans for her  ،And every time you 

need it, you find it, and every time he misses it, something new is 

accomplished. 

We go to the future and mean the story present now after he met 

Mr. Winston to seek the new job 

Mr. Winston saw in Astetham the strength, bouquet and 

knowledge that qualified him to enter the party headed by Mr. 

Winston, which is the strongest political party and was appointed 

to the ministry and included in the positions. Sir Winston and the 

great support party And his reputation increased, as he was one 

of the deputies who charred the Prime Minister when he was held 

accountable by Parliament and his name shined before the 

General Council and the House of Lords, where they have the 

right to the issue of government and proposals for legislation ،He 

was a participant in some of its committees and succeeded in 

bringing down the Prime Minister who was held accountable, but 

he has a favor with the diocese councils for his simplicity and has 

no previous disputes with them. The decisive moment comes 

when Sir Winston is prepared I seek permission to assume a 

position where he was referred to retirement, which made a star 

shine, and because of the proximity, the walk of Winston and his 

love for Estethim he knew of many lords who could be able to 

gain their trust and love at the same time. 

Agatha communicates from time to time with Astetham and she 

asked to meet him in Kafe, close to the party he heads, and he 
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started very busy working and became very concentrated, so his 

daughter Sarah learned in the finest universities in Britain and 

changed Her psyche is so much that I am invested in it, and when 

he was sitting with Agatha he received two calls that changed the 

course of his life The first contact is beautiful and the second is 

very bad  ،Agatha came in enough, telling him that she had been 

implicated in fabricated charges that could lead to her 

imprisonment in the event that she could not prove her 

innocence.. Interrupted by the first contact. 

Estetham: Hello, what is there. 

Mr. Estetham's office: Sir, the country is all buzzing with this 

news. Are you near TV.؟ 

Istitham: What is the news that the country is banging؟ 

Mr. Estetham's office: Ministerial amendment today, I ask you to 

open the TV on the British channel. 

Istitham: Please, speaking to the waiter other than the channel on 

the British, there is news. 

Waiter: Right away, sir. 

And everyone in the sufficiency shall be stunned, and they shall 

clap and stand in agatha and clap with them, and the only one who 

does not move from his place is Asthem! The government’s 

spokesperson announced the appointment of Sir Estetham John 

Wilson as British Prime Minister and his photos on all global 

channels  ،He was shocked by the fact that he did not expect that 

he knew that he was one of the candidates, but he is the weakest 
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in terms of power and influence, and he now has power and 

influence. 

The manager of the café goes to him and says: Sir, I take 

advantage of all requests at the expense of the store, and your 

great honor is enough for us to be here. I want an investment, not 

like the rest of the customers. Thank you, and this is what I want ،

If you want me to come here our future. 

Director Kafe: As you like, I accept this time only, please. 

Agatha: I don't know that I'm sitting with the Prime Minister. 

During her speech, two men enter the café, one wearing police 

clothes, the other wearing a luxurious suit, and they go to 

Estethm. The man in the luxurious suit speaks and says: Sir Sir, I 

am your bodyguard from now on. I will stand there and if you 

want anything just look at me ،  

Istitham: I am comfortable on my own. Thanks، 

Man: Sir, I will take advantage of your situation now. You are the 

Prime Minister of the largest country in the world. I am there. 

Your movements will be through us and there is a police car that 

takes you from anywhere to anywhere you want. 

Agatha: I became a very important man, Esteth, I never imagined 

that I would sit with a prime minister in my life. Please do not 

forget me, Minister Wilson. 

Istitham: What nonsense you are my friend and you will remain 

so as I live. 
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During the conversation to Agatha, his stretcher rang and receives 

the second news that was a shock to him, which is the death of 

his grandfather Henry. The call was from Dorothy, so he suddenly 

got up and if the bodyguard goes to him and says: What is there, 

sir! 

Istitham: I have to go to my grandfather's house where he has 

passed away. 

Personal Ranger: Sir, the car is ready. 

Estetham: I have my own car. 

The bodyguard will transfer her to the ministry, where we will 

prepare it for you in the future. Now we will transport you in the 

police car anywhere you want. 

Agatha: May I come with you. 

Estetham: Let's go to my grandfather Henry's house. 

They ride in the police car and take them to the house of Grandpa 

Henry and you will leave the neighborhood. What brought the 

police to Henry's house? The news arrived that Esteth was 

appointed Prime Minister, so their feeling was mixed with joy and 

sadness. His uncle Andrew found And his sister Olivia, came  

Jacob says: Happy and sad news, I want to be upset: This is life 

that takes to give you, but the taking is great this time and painful. 

There was talk between Olivia and Agatha about the type of 

relationship between her and Estetham, and I knew that she was 

just a friend, Olivia wished stability to Estethm ،She welcomed 

her and comforted them, and she stood beside them until the 
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burial ceremony ended, and Estetham left for Washington and 

Agatha returned to Dunstable... 

The hypocrisy started and his life changed, as he found respect 

from all people, even his former coworkers came to bless him for 

taking the position and received congratulations from his income 

and outside Britain, his preoccupation increased and he had to 

visit Washington where A meeting he chairs is held in the name 

of Britain, and the Special Court for Agatha sat at the end of the 

month where I told him in sufficient... 

 

The time for the session and the agatas are very scared and 

anxious, and Istitham did not respond to them on that day. The 

session started and the charges were loved by Agatha to catch 

her  ،Because there is no other solution, either the agatha is the 

accused, or the group of charges that accused them of them is a 

valid agat, they will fall into the evil of their deeds.. 

 And here it happened unless it was taken into account, where a 

man enters the judge and says to him, Sir. The Prime Minister 

came with two senior lords to attend the session. The judge 

responds. There is nothing in the constitution that permits That is, 

but the Prime Minister and the House of Lords have a special 

exception, as legislation is issued by them, so please enter, and 

enter with a large file .  
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The moment Agatha's face changed and she felt reassured, 

comfortable, confident and victorious as she looked at Estetham 

with her eyes full of tears. 

 

Judge: Welcome Sir John Wilson, Prime Minister and Senior 

House of Lords. 

To whom I owe the great honor, Sir John Wilson. 

Isthem: To Mrs. Agatha  ،Mr. Judge, I have this file and it has 

proofs that my private office worked on while I was in 

Washington. It proves the involvement of Minister Fiona, 

Minister of the Ministry of Education responsible for protecting 

and services for children in corruption cases that I have promised 

officials in I visited her. 

Benjamin's face was felt and he felt that the situation had changed 

and he began to be angry, with his face in anger and not knowing 

what might happen to him. 

Judge: Big and dangerous words, Mr. Prime Minister. 

Istitham: I demand that the case be transferred to the Supreme 

Court ( The House of Lords previously ) and that they be punished 

with the maximum and for Great Britain to live .  

Judge: The case was transferred to the Supreme Court to consider 

what was presented by Prime Minister Sir John Wilson and the 

senior House of Lords. The session was adjourned and the 

hammer struck justice. 
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The senior Lords Council talks about the entire issue, and they 

studied the issue and revealed the corruption that was in the 

ministry. Minister Fiona and Benjamin and many employees in 

the ministry were involved, and the House of Lords pledged to 

remove Agatha from the topic, acquit it and reward it. 

Agatha cries as she says: I did not feel happy as I feel it now, 

because she wronged a lot at the hands of these corrupt officials, 

and Agatha asked to speak to Sir John Wilson and indicated with 

his hand that she would come. 

Agatha: I thought you wouldn't come. 

Istitham: I am still that wolf, your guardian angel, with me 

documents what might send them behind bars for a long time. 

Don't worry ،Now let me go to something I had longed for a long 

time and that is why I got to this position. 

Agatha: I know where you're going to want revenge on those who 

caused you the story of the death mix. 

Estetham leaves and has not decided on his lip, and this is what 

he really wanted to do .  

He goes to his new office and asks everyone who investigated 

him in a case in which they accused him of an injustice that he is 

using as he speaks to his secretary: I want the minister in charge 

of the FBI in my office now .  

Office Secretary: Sir, but at 6 pm they have left work .  

Istitham: Now as I commanded you, I understand what I say. 

Office Secretary: As you like, Prime Minister. 
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Istitham: I leave and only the minister will enter me. 

Office Secretary: Yes, sir. 

The secretary is in contact with the chief inspector of the FBI and 

asks him to attend with him and the minister by order of Prime 

Minister Sir John Wilson immediately and the chief inspector 

responds to him as Sir Wilson wants. We will contact The 

minister told him so .  

Half an hour chief FBI inspector and their minister in front of Sir 

John Wilson's office. 

Secretary of the Prime Minister's Office: Sir Wilson, the Minister 

and Chief Inspector are in the office. Would you permit them to 

enter. 

Asthem: Enter them quickly. 

Office Secretary: Right away, sir. 

Both the Chief Inspector and the Minister enter the Prime 

Minister Sir Wilson Estetham John and they are afraid of his 

request to them suddenly as the Prime Minister has a personality 

that is not easy as he has brought down ministers as previously 

mentioned He was not a minister at the time, so what would he 

do if he became the prime minister. 

Minister: Sir Wilson, did you ask to meet me. 

Istitham: Yes, please sit down. You have a great job today, and 

you will not go out unless you finish it. 

Minister: Whatever you want, sir. 
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Istetham: Eleven years ago on the street where the worst crime of 

injustice occurred and they accused an unjust suspect and 

mistreated him. Take this paper with dates, street, time and name 

of the suspect, and I want the names of those who investigated 

him now .  

The minister: As you want Sir Wilson, he gives the paper to the 

chief inspector and tells him never to work now. 

Estetham: Use the secretarial office and anything you need will 

help you with the office manager in everything you want. 

Chief Inspector: Yes, Sir Wilson. 

Minister: What an honor to meet Sir Wilson, I have been 

watching you for a long time and I have learned that you will head 

the ministers from your honorable history, Sir Wilson. 

Istitham: It is my honor, Sir Alice. 

Minister Sir Alice and Estetham sat down chatting for hours and 

drinking Mullinari's favorite coffee for Estetham, so the chief 

inspector entered them and gave Sir Wilson the names of the FBI 

police he was looking for. 

Istitham: I want you to get an arrest warrant for them to sign. 

Speaking to his secretarial office, he asked him, sir, when do you 

want the date of arrest. 

Istitham: I want you to arrest them now and bring them to the 

body you find them.... 

Minutes later  
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Office Director: Sir Wilson, these are the notes, and he will not 

remain in their detention unless you sign this paper, sir. 

After I signed it, Istetham 

Istitham: Here's the paper and I want them as quickly as possible. 

Director of the Office: The Chief Inspector was informed after 

the Minister, Sir Alice, explained it quickly, to the extreme 

necessity. 

The time is now 12:30 at night. An arrest warrant was issued for 

anyone who participated in the torture and injustice of Estethm 

that night, and they do not know that a decision was issued to 

arrest them in the middle of the night in any form that is thrown 

Catch them, a special force is directed to implement. 

A list containing five people who dealt with him during the 

investigation, including three main ones, who were informed by 

Sir Estethim John Wilson that they deal strictly with those who 

headed them that night ،The band arrives at his home called Mr. 

Watson and knocks on the door. If his wife opens the door and 

when they enter they ask about him, she says he is on a sleeping 

bed. 

The head of the detention group, speaking to Mr. Watson's wife: 

Please step aside and if you have children, please go to that room 

without chaos. 

Mrs. Watson: You know who Watson is a senior FBI inspector. 

Head of the Detention Group: Madam, his arrest warrant is from 

a man who is the first in a British to be set aside. 
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He orders the division with him to bring him in any form and 

without complacency, and when they enter Mr. Watson and if he 

gets up from his bed. 

Mr. Watson: Who are you, don't you know that I am Mr. Watson. 

A member of the squad responds: We have orders from high 

authorities to arrest you. 

Mr. Watson: Let me change my clothes as he doesn't just wear 

underwear. 

The band throws him to the ground and then handcuff him, and 

he says, You will regret this. 

 Head of the detention group: The instructions require that he be 

sent to the minister immediately in the office of the Prime 

Minister, they sent him there and covered his face, and the rest of 

the group is heading to others. 

Assistant Squad Leader: As you like, sir. 

Mr. Watson arrives at the office and he orders Estethm to prepare 

him a large dark room and an office at the end of the room and 

only one chair and back to the wall and someone sits on it while 

he is a stethum and very dim lights and the head of Mr. Watson 

Covered, I swear to him talking behind the chair. 

Isthem: Welcome, Mr. Watson, and he talks to the band. Lift the 

cap off his head. 

The band is three people and they lift the cap on Mr. Watson. 

Mr. Watson: That is, you and you will regret this act. 
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Estetham: Shut your mouth, Mr. Watson. What do you think of 

this movie atmosphere. 

Mr. Watson: Show me your face. 

Istitham: I will show you no hurry. 

Mr. Watson: He shouts what all this is and what you want from 

me and only his underwear on him. 

Istetham: Eleven years ago you were in the main building of the 

Federal underground detective. A man was arrested on the street. 

You beat him on the head. After he passed out, you took him to 

the building in a corridor that you sat in a chair and put The 

bracelets on his leg entered into a state of cramping and then you 

gave him a drink and his righteousness of honesty, then you 

interrogated him and then he will not remember this thing because 

of the cramping that occurred to him ،I do not blame you for this 

as this is your job with those who deserve it even though it is 

internationally prohibited. 

Mr. Watson: I don't remember but this is my job as I said. 

Istitham: I will remind you of one of those I investigated, I put 

your hand in his mouth and said, Damn you, you filthy Scottish 

who wears a button and laughs at me and says the skirt in your 

accent, so did you remember him, you filthy .  

Mr. Watson: You will regret it when I return my work, as a man 

has power. 

Asthem runs the chair and says: You use power while accusing 

you of using power for your own interests .  
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Mr. Watson: He is screaming who you are. 

Istetham: I am the Scottish who put your hand in his mouth, the 

owner of the button  ،Look at my face well, dirty Watson. I am Sir 

John Wilson, Prime Minister. I use John Wilson to raise people 

like you as I look at your file while bringing you here and I will 

discipline you in my own way, you filthy. 

Mr. Watson: Please, Sir Wilson, I'm sorry. 

Istitham: Hahahahahahahahahah, what a coward! What if I do 

what you do to the people you wronged, I expect your mind to go 

away, the police squad with him will be thrown in prison until I 

look at him. 

Mr. Watson: No, no, no, please, Mr. Wilson. 

The arrest squad comes with all those on the list and investigates 

them. I will be responsible for what happened that night. Whoever 

is proven to be in violation of the law is imprisoned and who has 

not been proven anything that is released. 

This is the story of a Scottish man from a simple family to the 

Prime Minister of one of the greatest countries in the world 

Britain. 


